Rate Agreement Descriptions

**Organized Research** – Systematic inquiry or investigation to discover or revise knowledge, theories or applications. This includes both basic and applied knowledge. Research Training, training individuals how to conduct research, such as Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU’s) is also considered organized research.

**Instruction** – Involves instructional course work or training classes/workshops where KSU credit is offered. Graduate student work on thesis or support of instructional activities. Scholarships and Fellowships are instructional activity.

**Branch Station** – All sponsored activity, supported by all fund sources (including USDA) which takes place at the Branch Stations: Northwest Research Extension Center, Agricultural Research Center - Hays, Southwest Research Extension Center, Southeast Agricultural Research Center. Extension departments (numbers 35XXX) are not considered Branch Station.

**AGR (Agriculture)** – USDA funds used for systematic inquiry or investigation to discover or revise knowledge, theories or applications. This includes both basic and applied knowledge. Research Training, training individuals how to conduct research, is also considered Agriculture Research when funded by USDA. USDA funds may be received directly from USDA or via a subaward or subcontract (flow-through). When Organized Research, Instruction or OSA activity is funded by USDA (not including Branch Station activity), the Agriculture rate should be used.

**OSA (Other Sponsored Activity)** – All other externally supported activity not described above. This includes, however is not limited to, Extension, Upward bound, Student Services, Public Services, Non-Credit Workshops and International Services.